Water Vision is the most innovative water management system on the market. Water Vision will learn your usage, tell you how many days of water you have remaining and will warn you when you have a leak or have left water running. Water Vision uses a wireless RF mesh network, is very easy to install and very simple to use.

The names of the tanks and pumps can be customised to ensure you know which tank or pump you are looking at or controlling. All tanks have “user settable” low days remaining alerts and low/high level alerts.

The system can be expanded to have up to 12 solar powered tanks and allow you to control/automate up to 8 pumps, based on tank levels or times. Manual control is also possible.

Mobile apps are available for Android and Apple iPhone/iPad devices. View all of your tanks and pumps, and control pumps, from anywhere in the world.

Water Vision is manufactured in New Zealand to rigorous ISO9001:2008 and ISO14001:2004 standards to make it extremely reliable. This is why Water Vision products have a 2 year warranty.
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Wireless Tank Level System with Mobile Apps

Know exactly how much water you have left!

Touch Colour Display

The touch colour display uses dynamic screens to allow you to view a single tank or all of the tanks at once, on the dashboard. Note the customisable tank name, battery level, signal level and Wi-Fi status.

Mobile App

The mobile app can be used in list view or tank view. Level history graphs can be seen for each tank. Pumps can be controlled by tapping the list entry for the pump you want to control.
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